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PSYGENET ANNOTATION TOOL

This document describes the guidelines for the curation tasks required for the new release of the
PsyGeNET platform. The curation tasks will be assisted by the PsyGeNET annotation tool, thus
this tutorial also describes how to use this tool.
The curation task for PsyGeNET involves two subtasks: the classification of disease concepts
and the curation of gene-disease associations, which are described in the next sections.

Classification of Disease concepts
This subtask has as main goal to classify the list of UMLS concepts that describe each disorder
in PsyGeNET. We retrieved from the UMLS Methatesaurus1 a list of 2524 UMLS covering these
diseases. These concepts were reviewed by the experts in order to assign them to one of the eight
former definitions of psychiatric disorders. These eight psychiatric disorders were defined and
named accordingly to DSM5 definitions and were selected considering the relevant scientific
areas of interest for PsyGeNET. The psychiatric disorders here selected were used as the
disorders of reference for the ulterior process of curation of the information identified by textmining.
The eight disorders selected according to disorder definitions from DSM-5 were:

1

•

Depressive disorders

•

Bipolar disorders and related disorders

•

Substance/drug induced depressive disorder

•

Schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders

•

Drug-induced psychosis

•

Alcohol use disorders

•

Cannabis use disorders

•

Cocaine use disorders

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umlsmeta.html
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These eight categories of mental illness attempt to cover UMLS concepts associated to a
particular addictive disorder (due to alcohol, cannabis or cocaine consumption), and to two
additional psychiatric disorders including depression and schizophrenia spectrum disorders.
These two formers psychiatric disorders were selected because they are frequently associated to
substance use disorders. We have also considered the comorbidity between addictive disorders
and depression (substance induced depressive disorders) as well as the addictive disorders and
schizophrenia (drug-induced psychosis). Finally, we consider the category of “bipolar and
related disorders” to clearly differentiate major depression from other mood disorders that appear
together with high mood (mania). For all the categories related to drug abuse, the peripheral
effects of the drugs, for instance cirrhosis in the case of alcohol consumption, were not
considered during the selection of UMLS concepts.
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Curation of gene-disease associations
Using text mining approaches we identify genes associated to a set of psychiatric diseases from
MEDLINE publications. Although the text mining approaches have state-of-the-art performance
in identifying diseases and their associated genes, the data has to be reviewed by experts in order
to remove false associations due to errors in the text mining, and to further classify the genedisease associations according to the supporting evidence.
Thus, the goal of this task is to validate the association of a gene to a particular disease. We
consider that a gene is associated to a disease if the gene or the product of the genes plays a
role in the disease pathogenesis, or is a marker for the disease. This validation will be done
based on the evidence identified in the MEDLINE abstract. The annotation tool will be used to
help in the evaluation task. For each gene-disease association identified by text mining, the
annotation tool will display the evidence that supports the association, more concretely the
abstracts and the sentences in which the gene-disease association is stated.
Then, by inspecting the evidence, the curator has to determine the type of association according
to the level of certainty (Association, No Association). In addition, we have two additional
classes (False, Error) for the classification of the association based on the evidence provided by a
particular publication. The classes are described below:
•

Association: the sentence clearly states that there is an association between the gene and
the disease. It can be a causative association (a mutation in the causes the disease), or a
marker association (a SNP in the gene identified in a GWAS study, or the gene is
differentially expressed in patient samples).

•

No association: the sentence clearly states that there is no association between the gene
and the disease.

•

False association: there is no clear evidence that the gene plays a role or is a marker of
the disease.

•

Error: when there is a mistake in the correct identification of the gene or the disease

•

Not Clear: we use this category when the evidence extracted from the publication is not
enough to classify them with the previous categories.
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Examples of association types with sentence Example
Association
Type

Association

No Association

False

Error
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Sentences
• The D-amino acid oxidase activator gene (G72) has been found associated with
several psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, major depression, and bipolar
disorder.
• The coding region of Per3 gene contains a variable-number tandem-repeat
polymorphism, which has been shown to influence bipolar disorder onset and to
affect breast cancer risk.
• Serotonin (5-HT) has been implicated in the pathophysiology of several psychiatric
disorders including major depression (MD).
• Our data support the non-duplicated region of CHRNA7 gene as a susceptibility
region for BD but not for SCH.
• Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) is the rate-limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis of
serotonin (5-HT), and might be related to the pathogenesis of MD.
• Our results suggest that HCN1 protein could be a potential target for treatment of
anxiety and depression disorders
• Neither single marker nor haplotype-based analyses showed significant associations
between TPH-2 and MD.
• There was no association between TPH-2 gene variants and MD in the same
population that had shown a strong association with TPH-1.
• Our data support the non-duplicated region of CHRNA7 gene as a susceptibility region
for BD but not for SCH.
• However, the AvaII polymorphism of the CART gene did not show association with
bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.
• In this study we examine the role of CHRNA7 in influencing the risk of SCH and BD.
• We explored the TSNAX-DISC1 gene region for an association with BD and MDD in a
sample of 1984 patients (1469 MDD, 515 BD) and 1376 ethnically matched controls.
• To investigate the role of SIGMAR1 in conveying susceptibility to alcoholism, we
performed a functional analysis of polymorphisms in the SIGMAR1 and a case-control
study
• The findings that have gained support indicate that genetic variants of RORA
(rs2028122) and CRY1 (rs2287161) associate with depressive disorder, those of RORB
(rs7022435, rs3750420, rs1157358, rs3903529) and NR1D1 (rs2314339) with bipolar
disorder, and those of NPAS2 (rs11541353) and CRY2 (rs10838524) with seasonal
affective disorder or winter depression.
• These have produced stronger evidence for association to specific risk loci than have
earlier studies, specifically for the zinc finger binding protein 804A (ZNF804A) locus in
schizophrenia and for the calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, alpha 1C subunit
(CACNA1C) and ankyrin 3, node of Ranvier (ANK3) loci in bipolar disorder.
• OCT demonstrated loss of foveal depression with distortion of the foveal architecture
in the macula in all patients.2
• Extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules and growth factors, such as fibroblast growth
factor (FGF), play a crucial role in Alzheimer's disease (AD)3

In this abstract OCT is not a gene but an acronym of optical coherence tomography (OCT)

3

AD is used as acronym of Alcohol disorder and Alzheimer’s disease. In this example it refers to Alzheimer’s
disease, thus the sentence is classified as error.
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HOW TO USE THE PsyGeNET ANNOTATION TOOL
STEP 1: LOG IN
The PsyGeNET annotation tool is available on the website http://ibi.imim.es/psytool). If this is the first
time or you are not logged in, the login page will appear. Put your user and password received via e-mail
and click on the Login button. Click the Start button in order to begin with the gene-disease annotation.
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 PsyGeNET annotation tool: log in and start

STEP 2: Curation of gene-disease associations
The page will display the gene-disease association to be curated. For instance, the association between
bipolar disorders and the gene SNRPN70 is presented, as shown in Figure 6. The page will display one
publication at a time for each gene-disease association to be validated. At the top of the page you will
find:
1. The progress in the association and abstract validation process (Figure 2). The progress is
reported as the fraction of total associations to be validated and as the fraction of publications to
be validated. Please note that the number of abstracts to be validated will be in general larger than
the number of associations. This is because there is more than one publication for each genedisease association. In our curation task, we will validate a maximum number of 5 publications
for each gene-disease association.
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2. The gene-disease class association to be validated (Figure 3), including the name of the disease
category and the official symbol of the gene. The gene symbol has a link to NCBI Gene where

more information on the gene can be found (Figure 4).

1

Figure 2 PsyGeNET annotation tool: validation progress

Regarding the information of the abstract, the PubMed id of the publication is provided (Figure 5)
with a link to the PubMed web page (Figure 6).
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2

Figure 3 PsyGeNET annotation tool: gene-disease class information

Figure 4 PsyGeNET annotation tool: how to go deep in the gene information
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Figure 5 PsyGeNET annotation tool: how to go deep in the abstract information
Then, the title and the abstract of the publication are shown. The sentences in which the gene-disease
association appears will be marked in light yellow. On the other hand, the gene and the disease will also
be highlighted (green: disease, orange: gene) in order to facilitate the annotation.
In the following example shown in Figure 6 (PMID 18165917 as evidence of the association between
ABCB1 gene and “Bipolar disorders and related disorders” disease class), two sentences were identified

stating the association between the gene and the disease. These sentences are highlighted in yellow in the
context of the abstract and are also shown in the bottom of the page (Figure 8).
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3

Figure 6 PsyGeNET annotation tool: abstract information

Based on the evidence provided by this abstract, the curator has to assign the association type using the
drop-down menu (Figure 7). You cannot go to the next association if an option has not been selected.
Thus, a warning message will appear if no selection has been done (Figure 8). Please note that in addition
to the association type classes introduced in section “Curation of gene-disease associations” (pages 3-4),
there is an additional category available for the association (“Review later”).
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Figure 7 PsyGeNET annotation tool: select the type of association

Figure 8 PsyGeNET annotation tool: warning message if no option has been selected

In addition, the sentence that better represents the type of association selected has to be chosen using the
tick-boxes (Figure 9). If none of the sentence is representative of your choice you can select the last
option that is the one marked by default:
•

There is no representative sentence of my choice. The association only makes sense in global
context of the abstract.
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Finally, click on the Save & Next button to go to the next abstract.

Figure 9 PsyGeNET annotation tool: save the annotation and go to the next abstract

STEP 3: REVIEW THE GENE-DISEASE ANNOTATION
Once the annotation is saved, the curator can see his progress by clicking in “Your progress” section on
the toolbar. A table with all annotations that the curator has made will be displayed. This table contains
the disease, the gene as well as the number of PubMed ids that has been annotated for each gene-disease
(Figure 10).
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Figure 10 PsyGeNET annotation tool: visualize and modify annotations previously made

By using the Examine button from the last column, a new table will appear. In this table it can be seen the
PubMed ids, the sentence that the curator has chosen as the most representative of his/her choice, the
annotation type assigned as well as the data and the time in which it has been done (Figure 11). When the
curator press the Review button the annotation previously performed on this gene-disease association for
this PubMed id will be removed from the database. Automatically, the Annotation Tool will allow doing
again the gene-disease annotation following the procedure described in Step 2.

Figure 11 PsyGeNET annotation tool: visualize and modify annotations of a specific gene-disease association previously made
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Some additional examples
Association
pmid: 20336655
Abstract: The D-amino acid oxidase activator gene (G72) has been found associated with several
psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, major depression, and bipolar disorder. Impaired
performance in verbal fluency tasks is an often replicated finding in the mentioned disorders. In
functional neuroimaging studies, this dysfunction has been linked to signal changes in prefrontal and
lateral temporal areas and could possibly constitute an endophenotype. Therefore, it is of interest whether
genes associated with the disorders, such as G72, modulate verbal fluency performance and its neural
correlates. Ninety-six healthy individuals performed a semantic verbal fluency task while brain activation
was measured with functional MRI. All subjects were genotyped for two single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) in the G72 gene, M23 (rs3918342) and M24 (rs1421292), that have previously
shown association with the above-mentioned disorders. The effect of genotype on brain activation was
assessed with fMRI during a semantic verbal fluency task. Although there were no differences in
performance, brain activation in the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 39) and the right precuneus (BA 7)
was positively correlated with the number of M24 risk alleles in the G72 gene. G72 genotype does
modulate brain activation during language production on a semantic level in key language areas. These
findings are in line with structural and functional imaging studies in schizophrenia, which showed
alterations in the right middle temporal gyrus.
Sentence: The D-amino acid oxidase activator gene (G72) has been found associated with several
psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, major depression, and bipolar disorder.
pmid: 21316201
Abstract: Postpartum depression can mark the onset of bipolar disorder. The coding region of Per3 gene
contains a variable-number tandem-repeat polymorphism, which has been shown to influence bipolar
disorder onset and to affect breast cancer risk. We showed a relationship between Per3 polymorphism
and postpartum depressive onset in bipolar disorder.
Sentence: The coding region of Per3 gene contains a variable-number tandem-repeat polymorphism,
which has been shown to influence bipolar disorder onset and to affect breast cancer risk.

pmid: 15234472
Abstract: Cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) peptide is a novel neuropeptide
involved in feeding, drug reward, and stress. We hypothesized that the polymorphism of CART gene
might be related with susceptibility to neuropsychiatric diseases such as alcoholism, bipolar disorder, and
schizophrenia. The polymorphism (rs2239670) in intron 1 was selected for study among other single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) located at the area of CART gene, because it had not been tested until
to date. The study included patients of alcoholism (100), bipolar disorder (76) and schizophrenia (169)
from the Korean population. Healthy controls for bipolar disorder and schizophrenia consisted of 333
individuals. For alcoholism, both patient group and control subjects included only male. The restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) using the AvaII restriction enzyme was designed to analyze the
15
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selected SNP. The distribution of GG, GA, and AA genotypes in the 333 controls was 50.2, 41.1, and
8.7%, respectively. The frequency of G and A alleles in the 333 controls was 70.7 and 29.3%,
respectively. The distribution of genotype and allele frequencies of the AvaII polymorphism showed a
significant difference between alcoholism and controls (P = 0.037 and P = 0.044). However, the AvaII
polymorphism of the CART gene did not show association with bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. In
conclusion, we report for the first time that the AvaII polymorphism (rs2239670) in intron 1 of the CART
gene is associated with alcoholism in the Korean male population.
Sentence: In conclusion, we report for the first time that the AvaII polymorphism (rs2239670) in intron 1
of the CART gene is associated with alcoholism in the Korean male population.
pmid: 18189280
Abstract: Bipolar disorder (BD) is a severe psychiatric disorder that affects 1% of the
population. Recently, there have been many attempts to identify specific genes that are involved in BD;
however, the task of finding susceptibility genes is not easy due to the complexity of the disorder. Since
lithium (Li) has been used for over 40 years now as an effective prophylactic agent and response to Li
treatment seems to be, at least in part, genetically determined, classification according to Li response is a
manner through which more homogeneous populations can be obtained for investigation. It has
previously been suggested that Li exerts an effect on signal transduction pathways, such as the cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) pathway. We carried out an association study of BD with CREB1,
CREB2 and CREB3 genes, located at ch 2q32.3-q34, 22q13.1 and 9pter-p22.1, respectively. A total of
three promoter single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), 14 SNPs in the UTR, 6 exonic and 15 intronic
SNPs were investigated for their frequency and haplotype distribution in a BD sample of 180 lithium
responders and 69 nonresponders and 127 controls using a SNaPshot multiplex reaction from Applied
Biosystems, a modified fluorescent single base pair extension procedure. Following correction for
multiple testing, our results suggest that the CREB1-1H SNP (G/A change, P < 0.002) and the CREB17H SNP (T/C change, P < 0.002) may be associated with BD and/or lithium response.
Sentence: Following correction for multiple testing, our results suggest that the CREB1-1H SNP (G/A
change, P < 0.002) and the CREB1-7H SNP (T/C change, P < 0.002) may be associated with BD and/or
lithium response.
pmid:
22884333
Abstract: The hippocampus is an integral brain region for affective disorders. TRIP8b knockout mice
lacking functional HCN channels as well as both HCN1 and HCN2 knockout mice have been shown to
display antidepressant-like behaviors. The mechanisms or brain regions involved in these alterations in
behavior, however, are not clear. We developed a lentiviral shRNA system to examine whether
knockdown of HCN1 protein in the dorsal hippocampal CA1 region is sufficient to produce
antidepressant-like effects. We found that knockdown of HCN1 channels increased cellular excitability
and resulted in physiological changes consistent with a reduction of I(h). Rats infused with lentiviral
shRNA-HCN1 in the dorsal hippocampal CA1 region displayed antidepressant- and anxiolytic-like
behaviors associated with widespread enhancement of hippocampal activity and upregulation of BDNFmTOR signaling pathways. Our results suggest that HCN1 protein could be a potential target for
treatment of anxiety and depression disorders.
Sentence: Our results suggest that HCN1 protein could be a potential target for treatment of anxiety and
depression disorders
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pmid: 19255581
Abstract: The gene known as Disrupted-in-Schizophrenia-1, DISC1, was originally discovered in a large
family, in which it also co-segregated with bipolar affective disorder (BD) and with major depressive
disorder (MDD). The TSNAX (Translin-associated factor X) gene, located immediately upstream of
DISC1, has also been suggested as a candidate gene in relation to psychiatric illness, as one transcript
resulting from intergenic splicing encodes a novel TSNAX-DISC1 fusion protein. We explored the
TSNAX-DISC1 gene region for an association with BD and MDD in a sample of 1984 patients (1469
MDD, 515 BD) and 1376 ethnically matched controls. Eight single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
within the TSNAX-DISC1 region (rs766288, rs3738401, rs2492367, rs6675281, rs12133766, rs1000731,
rs7546310 and rs821597) were investigated using the SNPlex Genotyping System. We found a significant
allelic and genotypic association of the TSNAX-DISC1 gene region with BD, whereas a haplotypic
association was found for both BD and MDD. Therefore, our results suggest an association between the
TSNAX-DISC1 region and both forms of affective disorders, and support the hypothesis that a portion of
the genotypic overlap between schizophrenia and affective disorders is attributable to this gene.
Sentence: Therefore, our results suggest an association between the TSNAX-DISC1 region and both
forms of affective disorders, and support the hypothesis that a portion of the genotypic overlap between
schizophrenia and affective disorders is attributable to this gene.
No Association
pmid: 17692928
Abstract: Serotonin (5-HT) has been implicated in the pathophysiology of several psychiatric disorders
including major depression (MD). Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) is the rate-limiting enzyme in the
biosynthesis of serotonin (5-HT), and might be related to the pathogenesis of MD. Two isoforms are
known, TPH-1 and TPH-2. Their association with MD is still debated. METHODS: A case-control design
was used for candidate gene-disease association in 194 patients with stress-induced MD, and 246 healthy
controls, all North European Caucasians. Five TPH-2 polymorphisms were analyzed in terms of
genotype, allele, and haplotype-based associations. RESULTS: Neither single marker nor haplotypebased analyses showed significant associations between TPH-2 and MD. LIMITATIONS: The
interpretations are limited by the restricted population size. CONCLUSIONS: There was no association
between TPH-2 gene variants and MD in the same population that had shown a strong association with
TPH-1. Hence, the results suggest that in this particular group of stress-induced depression patients TPH1 appears to be more relevant to MD pathogenesis than TPH-2.
Sentence: There was no association between TPH-2 gene variants and MD in the same population that
had shown a strong association with TPH-1.
pmid: 20463630
Abstract: OBJECTIVE: Biological evidence in both human and animal studies suggests α7 neuronal
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit gene (CHRNA7) as a suitable functional candidate for genetic
studies in psychiatric populations. This gene maps to chromosome 15q13-14, a major linkage hotspot for
schizophrenia (SCH) and bipolar disorder (BD). In this study we examine the role of CHRNA7 in
influencing the risk of SCH and BD. METHODS: In the present investigation four SNPs of the nonduplicated region of CHRNA7 were genotyped: -86C/T variant, located in the 5'-upstream regulatory
region; and three intronic polymorphisms (rs883473, rs6494223 and rs904952). Genetic analysis was
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performed on 510 patients diagnosed with SCH, 245 with BD and on 793 unrelated healthy controls.
RESULTS: SNP analysis suggested a significant difference in -86C/T allele (P=0.025) and genotype
(P=0.03) frequencies between BD and control groups, although significance was lost after correction for
multiple testing. Besides, the nucleotide change (T) in rs6494223 had a protective effect against BD [odds
ratio (OR)=0.70 (0.57-0.87); P=0.001]. Genotype frequencies also showed significant association
(P=0.001) [CT genotype OR=0.71 (0.5-0.96); TT genotype OR=0.47 (0.29-0.77)]. Haplotypic analysis
revealed a positive association of the gene with BD (global-stat=24.18, P value=0.007) with a maximum
effect in the region that covered introns 3 and 4. In contrast, no evidence of risk variants was found in the
analysis of the SCH sample. CONCLUSION: Our data support the non-duplicated region of CHRNA7
gene as a susceptibility region for BD but not for SCH. Further genotyping of this region may help to
delimit the causal polymorphism.
Sentence: Our data support the non-duplicated region of CHRNA7 gene as a susceptibility region for BD
but not for SCH.
False
pmid: 23510446
Abstract: OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the association between
polymorphisms in two serotonin pathway genes and the clinical response to citalopram among children
and adolescents with depression and/or anxiety disorders. METHODS: Eighty-three children and
adolescents with depression and/or anxiety disorders were treated with citalopram for 8 weeks. We
assessed the association between the response to citalopram and polymorphisms in the tryptophan
hydroxylase-2 (TPH2) and the serotonin transporter gene. The polymorphisms included single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in the transcriptional control region (G-703T) of the TPH2 gene and the serotonin
transporter gene-linked promoter region (5-HTTLPR). RESULTS: Fifty patients of the 83 (60.2%)
achieved satisfactory response (Clinical Global Impressions - Improvement ≤2). We observed an additive
effect of the two genes on the clinical response to citalopram. Patients carrying the combination of TPH2
-703G and the 5-HTTLPR L alleles were the most likely to respond (80%). In contrast, patients carrying
the combination of TPH2 -703T and the 5-HTTLPR S alleles were least likely to respond (31%). The
other patients (with -703G/5-HTTLPR S and -703T/5-HTTLPR L alleles) showed intermediate response
(67%). CONCLUSIONS: This finding suggests that 5-HTTLPR and TPH2 genes may act in concert to
modulate the clinical response to citalopram among children and adolescents with depression and/or
anxiety disorders.
Sentence: This finding suggests that 5-HTTLPR and TPH2 genes may act in concert to modulate the
clinical response to citalopram among children and adolescents with depression and/or anxiety disorders
Error
pmid: 21174530
abstract: OBJECTIVE: To characterize visual function in defined genotypes including siblings with
Usher syndrome. METHODS: Thirteen patients with phenotypically different subtypes of Usher
syndrome, including 3 families with affected siblings, were selected. Genetic analysis and
ophthalmological examinations including visual fields, full-field electroretinography (ERG), multifocal
electroretinography (mf ERG), and optical coherence tomography (OCT) were assessed. The patients'
degree of visual handicap was evaluated by a questionnaire (ADL). RESULTS: Twelve of thirteen
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patients were genotyped as Usher 1B, 1D, 1F, 2A, 2C or 3A. In 12 of 13 patients examined with ERG the
30 Hz flickering light response revealed remaining cone function. In 3 of the patients with Usher type 1
mf ERG demonstrated a specific pattern, with a sharp distinction between the area with reduced function
and the central area with remaining macular function and normal peak time. OCT demonstrated loss of
foveal depression with distortion of the foveal architecture in the macula in all patients. The foveal
thickness ranged from 159 to 384 µm and was not correlated to retinal function. Three siblings shared the
same mutation for Usher 2C but in contrast to previous reports regarding this genotype, 1 of them
diverged in phenotype with substantially normal visual fields, almost normal OCT and mf ERG findings,
and only moderately reduced rod and cone function according to ERG. CONCLUSIONS: Evaluation of
visual function comprising both the severity of the rod cone degeneration and the function in the macular
region confirm phenotypical heterogeneity within siblings and between different genotypes of Usher
syndrome.
sentence: OCT demonstrated loss of foveal depression with distortion of the foveal architecture in the
macula in all patients.

pmid: 17660861
abstract: Extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules and growth factors, such as fibroblast growth factor
(FGF), play a crucial role in Alzheimer's disease (AD). The purpose of this investigation was to
determine whether phenotypic alterations in ECM production are present in non-neuronal AD cells
associated with different FGF expression and response. Synthesis of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) and
collagen were measured in skin fibroblasts from patients with familial, sporadic AD (FAD and SAD
respectively), and from age-matched controls by radiolabeled precursors. Proteoglycans (PG),
metalloprotease (MMP)-1, and FGF gene expressions were measured by reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction. The results showed different ECM neosynthesis and mRNA levels in the two AD
fibroblast populations. FAD accumulated more collagen and secreted less GAG than SAD. Biglycan PG
was upregulated in FAD while betaglycan, syndecan, and decorin were markedly downregulated in SAD
fibroblasts. We found a significant decrease of MMP1, more marked in FAD than in SAD fibroblasts.
Constitutive FGF expression was greatly reduced in both pathological conditions (SAD>FAD).
Moreover, an inverse high affinity/low affinity FGF receptor ratio between SAD and FAD fibroblasts was
observed. FGF treatment differently modulated ECM molecule production and gene expression in the two
cell populations. These observations in association with the changes in FGF gene expression and in the
FGF receptor number, suggest that cellular mechanisms downstream from FGF receptor binding are
involved in the two different forms of AD
sentence:Extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules and growth factors, such as fibroblast growth factor
(FGF), play a crucial role in Alzheimer's disease (AD)
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